Jacques David was born in Switzerland in 1845. He showed a marked ability for mechanics and attended the Central School for Arts and Manufacture in Paris, where he completed his studies in 1866.

On his return to Switzerland David began training as a watchmaker, but in 1867 he was invited by his cousin Ernest Francillon to join the newly formed Longines company. Both David and Francillon were convinced of the need to manufacture watches by machinery rather than by hand, and Longines had been set up with this goal. Jacques David initially worked under a Mr. Chatelain, an experienced watchmaker-mechanic “who knows a great deal about horology and mechanics and he has an almost inexhaustible collection of ideas.” However, Chatelain fought with other workers, and in 1868, after an angry disagreement with him, David left Longines and resumed his watchmaking training. In 1869 David was persuaded to return, and he took over control of technical development at Longines, designing and building machinery.

In 1876 several of Switzerland’s leading watch and tool makers attended the American Centennial Exhibition in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Edouard Favre-Perret was a member of the international jury for pocket watches, and Théodore Gribi led the Swiss delegation. The Longines Company sent a watch to be exhibited as one that had been entirely machine-made. At this time Jacques David had been working at Longines for about nine years, and he presumably had a major role in the development of this watch.

The Swiss delegation was shocked by the high level of American watchmaking technology, and Théodore Gribi summed up the visitors’ reaction when he wrote that “we have been left behind by our New World competitors.” The general feeling was that because of increasing American competition the Swiss watch industry was facing the most dangerous crisis it had ever experienced.

Swiss watchmakers were already aware that their industry had problems, and earlier in 1876 they had set up the Intercantonal Society of Jura Industries with the goal of protecting industrial and commercial interests in the region. When the disturbing news arrived from America, the Society agreed to send Jacques David to join Théodore Gribi in Philadelphia and carry out a study of the American watch industry.

Jacques David visited the United States from mid-August to November 1876 and, after attending the Philadelphia Exhibition, he toured American factories with Théodore Gribi.

Following their return from America, Edouard Favre-Perret and Théodore Gribi spoke openly about what they had seen, in an attempt to stir the Swiss watchmakers into action.

In contrast, when Jacques David returned to Switzerland in November, he wrote a long, detailed, confidential report that was presented to the Intercantonal Society on January 22, 1877. At this meeting the Society agreed with David’s request that his report not be released to the press or public. Less than two months later, David presented a second report to the Society. In this one he aggressively attacked the Swiss watchmaking industry’s complacency and lack of action over the previous months and predicted the end of watchmaking in Switzerland if the recommendations contained in his first report were not acted upon promptly.

In lieu of publishing David’s reports, the Intercantonal Society prepared some eight manuscript copies for private distribution to its members. Few details of what happened thereafter to these copies are known.
But, although his reports disappeared from view, all indications are that David's warnings were heeded. As Jean-Marc Barrelet wrote:

Jacques David, Théodore Gribi and the others were the principal agents for the modernization of the Swiss watch industry. With courage and perseverance they convinced the tardy of the need for mechanization and the need to persuade the watchmaking world to move from the bench into the factory.

In later life David continued to work for Longines. He became the company's director in 1880 and over the years was involved in many horological organizations in Switzerland.

We are extremely fortunate that the Longines Watch Company found a copy of David's reports. In 1992, on the occasion of the company's 125th anniversary and 115 years after the manuscript had been written and suppressed, Longines published a facsimile of the document.

From this history we can reasonably conclude that Jacques David, with about ten years of experience in watch and machine making at Longines, was in a position to make a competent, correct assessment of the state of American watchmaking. Consequently we can be confident that his reports provide an accurate description of watchmaking by machinery in 1876.

The Reports

Jacques David's first report comprises 108 hand-written foolscap pages with in-text illustrations, and eight hand-drawn plates containing diagrams of tools. After an introduction it is divided into seven sections:
1. Number and Importance of American Factories.
This provides a brief history of watchmaking factories in the United States and their status in 1876. The emphasis is on the Waltham and Elgin companies.

2. Financial Conditions.
An assessment of the cost of setting up, tooling, and running a watch factory. Included is an estimate of the cost of manufacturing a watch based on annual expenditures. There is a discussion of general financial conditions and the likelihood that American factories could manufacture watches more cheaply than Swiss firms.

3. Interior Organization.
This describes the administrative organization of the factories; their regulations, principal officers, departments, accounting, stores, pay-day procedures, notebooks, apprentices, and general conditions. It includes information on rates of pay, female workers, and housing.

4. Production Quantity and Quality.
An assessment of the total annual output of American factories and its distribution amongst models and grades. There are remarks on price competition, patents, and the rating of American movements.

5. Sales.
A brief section on distribution methods, exports, and advertising.

This section is the main part of the report. It begins with the general principles underlying American manufacture and the focus on machine design and construction. Then the process of manufacturing a watch (probably largely based on David's observations at the Waltham factory) is described step-by-step. This is done by detailing the work done in each of the main workshops: cutting, steel, plate and screw, the motion room, escapements, jewel making, jewel setting, preliminary assembly, finishing, balances, dials, and cases.

7. Conclusions.
David begins with an assessment of the Swiss watch industry, arguing that Swiss manufacture would be destroyed by American exports unless immediate action was taken. He then specifies ten recommendations for restructuring the Swiss industry, including adoption of American methods, education, patents, and standards.

Some of the information in the first six sections has been available from other authors. David's analysis is nevertheless important because it provides a coherent, contemporary examination. The last section is fascinating, being a very clear assessment of the state of the Swiss watchmaking industry and presenting recommendations that summarize the ensuing development of that industry.

The second report, presented in March 1877, consists of only 12 pages. It is an aggressive attack on the attitude with which Swiss makers received (and ignored) his first report. As a focus, David refers to a letter from A. Lange & Sohne and demonstrates that the arguments in this letter, and those expressed by other people, were wrong. He provides further evidence that the American factories were in the process of taking over all of Switzerland's markets, and that Swiss watch sales were dropping dramatically. David concludes by reasserting that the Swiss industry had to immediately adopt American organizational and machine manufacturing techniques in order to survive.

Because the American manufacturers cooperated with their Swiss guests, David's reports on their technology cannot be viewed as industrial espionage. Even so, the suppression by the Society of the reports was due to fears that the American companies would become uncooperative if they realized they were helping their main competitor.

At the start of Section 6 in the first report, David lists seven general principles under which American manufacturers operated. The first three principles are:
1. Make everything with machines that can be done so.
2. To obtain economy and uniformity, avoid the intervention of handwork and suppress it wherever possible.
3. To obtain complete uniformity, so that all parts are interchangeable with the aims of facilitating move-
The processes involved in making recesses and holes are, in principle, straightforward and David says little about them. But ensuring they are placed and sized accurately is not. David’s explanation follows:

To bore the other smaller holes exactly in their places (like those for chaton screws, steady pins and screws for cocks, balance spring studs, etc.) the plate is locked in a plate gauge where it is positioned by the holes which have just been cut. One face of this plate gauge carries holes furnished with hard steel canons. These canons are the exact sizes and in the exact positions which the holes must occupy. They are not only used to guide the drill bit, but also to measure it. The other face of the plate gauge has larger holes to let the drilling shards escape.

Hoke provides a fuller explanation of the method. The plate gauges or jigs produced from masters were clamped onto watch plates. Each plate then passed through a number of drilling stations where workers operated three-spindle drill presses. At each station the holes corresponding to the available drill sizes were drilled and the plate then passed on to the next station, with its gauge attached, where further holes were drilled.

Central to drilling plates accurately is the ability to produce a number of precise plate gauges from the original caliber model. David describes this operation in detail:

The master plates for the pillar plates, for turning, drilling, jewel setting, etc., must be made very exactly so that these parts go together without any need to alter them.12 To arrive at this result, an eccentric platform is used for the construction of the master plates (see Figure 1). This platform is composed of a large disc A in which is adjusted an eccentric disc B. In this disc B is another disc C. These three discs can turn one within the other, held by strong friction, and they can be locked in position by two pairs of clamps DD and DD’. The interior of disc C has a large recess E in which the master plate to be constructed can be adjusted. These master plates are, moreover, locked in this recess by 2 pins pp’ so that they can occupy only one position in the disc C. The master plates in E and the points pp’ are made identical one with another using suitable gauges. In consequence of the arrangement of the discs A, B, and C, any point on the disc C can be brought to the center of the platform A.

So when there is a master adjusted exactly in the recess of C, each hole of this gauge is successively centered, and for each hole a reference mark is traced between discs A and B and another reference mark between B and C. For each center a hole is bored on the edge of the disc C which precisely fixes it to disc A by a carefully turned pin. The holes of the master plate, the reference marks between the discs and the holes for the fixing pins are all numbered with the same figure. This
delicate and extremely time consuming work being finished, there is now the means of transferring, in a rigorously exact way, the points of the gauge in their correct relative positions to any plate which is carefully adjusted in the recess of the disc C.

David gives no indication of the effectiveness of the master plate tool described above, from which we can conclude that plates were manufactured to sufficiently small tolerances to be interchangeable.13

Unique Parts—The Record

As I have noted, David’s concept of interchangeability matches the strict definition given above. An example of this is his description of the manufacturing of barrel arbors: “It is admitted that any tempered and polished steel part cannot be absolutely in conformity with a specification. The variations are extremely small, and the workmen are given permission not to be delayed by small irregularities in the barrel arbors.” That is, it is far cheaper and faster to accept barrel arbors that are not interchangeable and adjust the barrel holes to suit. As barrels and their arbors should never need replacing during the life of a watch (perhaps a rash assumption!), the lack of interchangeability only affected manufacturing. This problem was solved by the ubiquitous jewelling calliper rest, the barrel holes being enlarged to suit each particular arbor.14

The same problem arose with all other pivots. Despite using automatic or semiautomatic pivoting machines, pivots varied in both diameter and length and these variations exceeded acceptable tolerances. These variations would have been due largely to hardening and tempering after pivoting and the following smoothing and polishing using wigwags.15

Not only were pivots unique; jewel holes were also not interchangeable. Although jewels were cut to effectively identical external dimensions, the hole itself varied beyond acceptable tolerances. All jewel holes were measured and the jewels sorted and stored by hole size.

David rightly regarded pivot variation as a very important problem and he spent much space examining the American solution. To quote the main part in his report:

When the barrel and the center wheel have been planted, all the other mobiles are placed in the movement boxes (that is to say, the third wheel, the fourth or seconds wheel, the escape wheel, the pallet and lever, and the balance).

Then there is a special operation completely unique to the American factories and which has had a great influence on the success that their movements have obtained at this moment. This operation is called the Record. Recording consists of noting in a table the diameters of the two pivots of the five mobiles indicated above, and the lengths of these pivots. This measuring is done very carefully for each part in the movement box and noted with the movement number. When that is done, the necessary jewels are put in each box, in agreement with the list of pivot sizes which has been just made. This last operation is simple, since all the jewels and chatons are sorted according to their hole size. The jewels are naturally selected in order to have suitable side play on each pivot.

Even if a movement is to have only top plate jewels, or some mobiles are not to be jewelled at all, the sizes of all the pivots are noted, and a female worker passes a numbered broach through the holes which are not to be jewelled. These holes do not need any retouching.

Jewel setting is done exactly according to the specifications in the Record, which the jewel setter has with him to check in case of any doubt.

It should be realized that if a mobile needs to be replaced later it is sufficient to send the movement number to the factory to receive an exactly similar mobile. The Record is also useful if there is an accident with a movement box before the chatons are fixed. The woman who specialises in these operations quickly sorts the mixed chatons and puts them back in their places. Repairs which occur during work on the movement and which involve changing a mobile must refer to the Record. This requirement necessitates a special control of repairs.

The Record also notes the size of the impulse pin, or the size of the fork notch, so that a replacement lever or roller can be sent for with the same ease as with pivot-ed mobiles.

The record sheet in each movement box, after having been in circulation in the workshops during the course of manufacture, arrives at the office where it is preserved in the event of a request for a repair part from outside.

Two inescapable conclusions can be drawn from this description:
1. Irrespective of the view of interchangeability adopted, these parts were not interchangeable with respect to repairs made outside the factory after the movements had been sold.

2. American watchmakers regarded jewels and pivots as unique and not interchangeable. Indeed, the Record shows that watch manufacturers regarded each watch as unique, and each watch required a precise, unique description.

David places considerable stress on the advantages of the American watch in this regard: “From the point of view of repairing, the advantage is even larger and the watch merchant has notable economies by buying a new piece from the factory instead of trying to put a defective part in order. . . . The merchant can dispense with maintaining a repair shop, which is necessary for Swiss watches.”

Thus, although in 1876 American watches were not made from fully interchangeable parts, the Record enabled the purchaser and repairer to treat them as though they were. Hoke quotes a Scientific American advertisement of 1884 saying that Waltham kept “accurate records of all its watches” and that “the owner need only send on the number of the movement to enable the factory to supply an exact duplicate” of a part. The implication was that the movement number was only needed to pick a part for the correct caliber, rather than to enable a noninterchangeable part to be made.

Pivots and Jewels

As jewels and pivots could not be manufactured interchangeably, the watch factories had to develop specific and sophisticated techniques to overcome this problem. David provides a very clear description of the method used: The mobile pivots do not have exactly the same length, either because of turning or as a result of polishing. These errors are rectified in the following way, by an operation as delicate as it is ingenious.

The chatons of the top plate are set up and the top plate is mounted on the pillar plate.

The difference between pivot lengths is allowed for by the chaton of the pillar plate. A shoulder is turned on it in order to insert it further into the plate if the mobile pivots are short and to insert it less if the mobile it must receive has long pivots. To be turned in this way, the chaton is gripped in a chuck to the left of the slide rest (shown in Figure 3).
has pivots shorter than the standard, the point $B$ will be held behind the graver and the graver will remove more material from the chaton. The chaton, when set up in the plate, will descend farther than the normal chaton and the mobile will not have too much end play, even though its pivots are too short. The shoulders of all the chatons which go in the pillar plate are turned in this manner.\footnote{The point of this explanation is that we can be reasonably sure that many of the gauges illustrated in Hoke and other books have nothing to do with interchangeability; they were used to create the Record and so compensate for a lack of interchangeability.}

If there are no jewels, which happens in ordinary movements, end play is given by placing the wheels and testing them. The plate is recessed more or less to suit, using a hand-held or preferably a fixed graver.

One interesting consequence of this explanation is that the ability to machine interchangeable parts is not critical to success. A watch pivot and its corresponding hole in a watch plate. A pivot and its corresponding hole in a watch plate.\footnote{The range of side shakes from $(H-h)-(D+d)$ (the largest pivot in the smallest hole) to $(H+h)-(D-d)$ (the smallest pivot in the largest hole) is acceptable.}

Interchangeability

I shall begin by examining the strict definition of interchangeability previously given, which is in accord with David’s approach.

The problem of interchangeability only arises when components that must fit together are mass-produced, so that a complete item is constructed by putting together a random selection of such parts. It does not arise when an item consists of only one component or when the components for one item are manufactured entirely separately from the components for another similar item. Although in both of these cases the parts might be made precisely enough to be “interchangeable,” interchangeability is unnecessary and has no effect on production or the quality of the items produced. Indeed, the mass production of items by machinery necessarily produces very similar, potentially interchangeable items, irrespective of whether interchangeability is a goal. However, most manufactured items, even as trivial as a spade, involve fitting parts together (the blade and handle), and the question of interchangeability occurs.

As a simple case, consider two circular parts that must fit together, with one inside the other; for example, a pivot and its corresponding hole in a watch plate.

No matter how good the manufacturing process is, pivots and holes will vary in diameter. In the mass production of a piece some variations in size and shape are inevitable, due to play in the machines, wear of cutting tools, and changes in the size, shape, and consistency of the raw material. For example, small changes in the thickness of wire can affect where and how it is gripped in a lathe chuck and seriously affect the size of the finished piece (which is why the invention of the slide spindle by Charles Mosely was so important). Consequently a part is defined to be interchangeable with another part if both lie within prescribed tolerances. That is, if the diameter of a pivot varies between $D+d$ and $D-d$, and the diameter of the hole varies between $H+h$ and $H-h$, then pivots and holes are interchangeable if and only if:

1. The largest pivot is smaller than the smallest hole, $D+d < H-h$,
2. The range of side shakes from $(H-h)-(D+d)$ (the largest pivot in the smallest hole) to $(H+h)-(D-d)$ (the smallest pivot in the largest hole) is acceptable.

In some cases the criteria for interchangeability are simpler and the tolerances large. For example, the diameter of a sink in a plate has to be greater than the largest wheel to be put in it, but otherwise its size is fairly arbitrary. Another case is that, because pinions are often quite long, the position of the meshing wheel on its arbor is not subject to tight constraints. David points out that, because American wheels were mounted friction-tight on their arbors, they could be moved to mesh with a different part of a worn pinion. The Swiss riveted wheels onto pinions, and repairers could not take advantage of the unworn parts of a pivot.\footnote{The Swiss riveted wheels onto pinions, and repairers could not take advantage of the unworn parts of a pivot.}

However, in most cases the criteria for interchangeability are much more complex. Endshake, as we have seen, is also important in the case of a pivot, and this depends on arbor length, the distance between the plates, and the lengths of both pivots, all of which measurements have tolerances and which must lie within acceptable ranges. Obviously the planting positions of a complete train are dependent on the interaction of many tolerances, and the making of master plate gauges is critical to success.

Acceptable tolerances vary from one part to another and change in different circumstances. A watch pivot with a diameter of 0.1 mm, for example, may be acceptable if it is within 0.01 mm of its correct size, an accuracy of about 1:10.\footnote{A watch pivot with a diameter of 0.1 mm, for example, may be acceptable if it is within 0.01 mm of its correct size, an accuracy of about 1:10.}

In contrast, a 45 mm diameter seat for a dial plate in a pocket watch case would be unacceptable if it could vary by 1:10 and be 40.5 mm or 49.5 mm. Equally, it would be pointless to turn the seat within 0.01 mm, an accuracy of 1:4,500.

Such dimensional tolerances are not the only constraints; other factors also have to be controlled within acceptable limits. For example, very small changes in the quality of steel in—and in the hardening and tempering of—balance springs, will dramatically alter their behavior, even though the springs may apparently be identical in shape and size.

Clearly the ability to machine interchangeable parts depends on the ability to design and construct a suitable machine that will consistently work to the required accuracy. Of course, the smaller the part the more difficult it is, but the shape and critical dimen-
tions are very significant. So it is far easier to turn a round pin than to make a square peg. Similarly, it is much easier to make screws automatically than it is to cut levers for escapements.

Finally, tolerances vary with manufacturing objectives. The production of adjusted watches of chronometer standard requires very high accuracy in part production and involves considerable hand finishing. Ordinary, good-quality watches could, in contrast, be assembled from mass-produced parts with relatively little hand finishing, and constraints are even weaker for very ordinary products. David discusses the impact of the American Civil War and the manufacture of very cheap movements such as the Broadway, and he notes that “another advantage, which is of some importance from the point of view of the economy of manufacture, lies in the fact that a quality of parts can be used in these very ordinary movements that, because of defects... had until now been discarded.” Landes suggests that “truly interchangeable components” for jeweled watches were not produced until the 1930s and “many that “truly interchangeable components” for jeweled... had until now been discarded.” Landes suggests these very ordinary movements that, because of defects... had until now been discarded.” Landes suggests that “truly interchangeable components” for jeweled watches were not produced until the 1930s and “many parts were altered and adjusted by hand.” But the same could not be said of cheaper “dollar” watches, where larger tolerances and lower accuracy enabled interchangeability to be achieved much earlier.

The adoption of a flexible definition of interchangeability, such as that suggested by Hoke, makes it easier to examine the subject, but it hides important distinctions.

One difficulty with such flexibility is deciding where to draw the line: When is a part interchangeable and when is it not? How much adjustment is permitted for a part to be still considered interchangeable, and how much adjustment indicates a unique part? Standardized English movements in the grey (manufactured in Lancashire) might be considered interchangeable because, after adjusting (e.g., finishing pivots, planting the train) they worked. Perhaps more interesting are the movements made by Japy. Landes quotes an 1818 essay that says: “The pieces are all perfectly alike, the parts always match... the maker who works up the rough movement loses no time in examining and contriving.” But if these movements, mass-produced in vast quantities, were interchangeable, why then were the developments at Waltham regarded with amazement and awe? I doubt if anyone would seriously suggest such English and French parts were in any real sense interchangeable.

Another problem is the assessment of causes. In Hoke’s very good analysis of private-sector industries, he says of wooden-clock makers, “they made their parts only as interchangeable as necessary,” correctly stressing the fact that cost was a fundamental factor; the concern being with what could be called economic interchangeability. But was the machinery built to suit the clock design, or was the clock design dictated by machinery limitations? David indicates that, in the jeweled watch industry, the machinery dictated, and, at that point in time, some parts simply couldn’t be made interchangeable, although they were adequate for a lower-quality product.

Third, as I have indicated above, subtle factors beyond just size can be critical, and interchangeability requires more than a part simply fitting; it must also behave identically to any other such part in that assembly. Which is why seemingly identical balances and balance springs are not interchangeable, and, as Hoke points out, wooden clock quality was restricted by the dimensional changes in parts caused by humidity.

The advantage of adopting a strict definition is that we can recognize and clearly delineate situations of partial interchangeability, where some parts are interchangeable and others are not.

The concept of partial interchangeability raises four very important questions:

1. Which parts are unique, noninterchangeable, and why?

The obvious reason for uniqueness is the inability to construct a machine that will operate within the necessary tolerances for the required product quality. But it may be for purely economic reasons; such a machine could be built, but its cost would be prohibitive compared with manual fitting.

2. Why is interchangeability necessary?

The driving force in government armories was the postmanufacturing phase, the exchange of parts on a battlefield. (But other gun users did not have this requirement, and guns rejected by the U.S. government were perfectly adequate for use by private citizens.) In contrast, wooden clocks had relatively few repair problems (they just wore out) and were rarely found in piles of bits discarded on battlefields; it was the manufacturing phase that was critical.

Watch manufacturing is especially interesting because both phases are very important. Making plates interchangeable is essential in the manufacturing phase so that a number of randomly selected components can be fitted (e.g., pillars, cocks, steady pins). Also, mass-produced wheels and pinions forming the train had to be placed with correct depthing and hence required very accurate positioning of their pivot holes. But interchangeable plates are also essential for after-sale repair, which could involve fitting of new wheels and pinions manufactured at a different time from the movement, yet the replacements had to form part of a correctly depthed train.

3. Which parts need to be interchangeable?

The two phases create different problems requiring different solutions and approaches to interchangeability.

In the case of watches, the important parts in the postmanufacturing phase are pivots, jewel holes, and balance springs (and mainsprings, but they were not a
major problem). These parts have the most exacting tolerances and are the most likely causes of failure in use. In contrast, making plates and bridges interchangeable was very important during the manufacturing phase, but such parts were rarely if ever broken or swapped and their postmanufacturing interchangeability is largely irrelevant.

4. To what extent were techniques developed to make parts interchangeable, and to what extent were techniques developed to overcome the lack of interchangeability?

By recognizing that some parts were unique and examining their production and use, we can usefully classify and compare different processes. For example, David's explanation of the Record and jewel setting makes it clear that some tools and many gauges were explicitly designed with unique parts in mind.

David's concept of interchangeability matches the strict definition given above. One example is that David repeatedly comments on the advantage of a small number of standard calibers or models, not only because doing so enabled completely separate case manufacture but also because it enabled the available capital to be focused on fewer (and hence better and more complete) machines. He notes that an attempt by Elgin to produce a nonstandard caliber failed because of the difficulty in getting cases made for it.

Indeed, David implicitly pays particular attention to my fourth question relating to partial interchangeability—to what extent were techniques developed to make parts interchangeable, and to what extent were techniques developed to overcome the lack of interchangeability?

Conclusions

This case study clearly demonstrates the advantages, and indeed the necessity, of using a strict definition of interchangeability. First, there is no doubt that watch manufacturers took such a view, recognizing that some parts were not interchangeable and taking complex and sophisticated measures to compensate for this lack of interchangeability. Further, by taking a rigorous approach we are forced to examine interchangeability very carefully, identifying situations of partial interchangeability, and investigating the processes developed for noninterchangeability as well as for interchangeability. Finally, we have seen that the time when interchangeability is needed—during manufacture and/or after sale—can be a significant factor.

In contrast, a loose definition that allows “interchangeable” parts to be adjusted and fitted can result in such important distinctions being missed and could lead to a less than adequate understanding of manufacturing processes.
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18 Donald Hoke, Ingenious Yankees.
19 In fact, mass-produced parts cannot be guaranteed to lie within such theoretical limits, and control of manufacturing may have to be based on statistical analysis of batches; see S. V. Tarasov, Technology of Watch Production (Jerusalem: Israel Program for Scientific Translations, 1964).
20 I have read, in a repair book whose name I have forgotten, the suggestion that a wheel could be dished to achieve this; a cheap but unpleasant solution, riddled with problems.
21 Waltham had switched to the metric system for more measurements in 1868. 1 mm is approximately 0.039 inch, 0.1 mm = 0.0039 inch, and 0.01 mm = 0.0004 inch.
22 David Landes, Revolution in Time, both editions. He also cites a “demonstration” of interchangeability by Waltham at the 1878 Paris Exhibition which consisted simply of swapping cases!
23 Probably the best explanation of English finishing procedures is given by David Glasgow in Watch and Clock Making (London: Cassell & Co. 1885).
24 Donald Hoke, Ingenious Yankees.
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Question 7 rated the highest, which was about the recycling of language learnt. I propose that the emphasis on lexis stated by the authors (Cunningham and Moore, 2004a:12) is helpful for the students. Common "prefabricated chunks" (Cunningham and Moore, 2004a:12) blur the boundary between vocabulary and grammar and aid students with problematic areas that are traditionally considered to. With an emphasis on design and performance of precision machinery for manufacturing machine tool elements and structure, sources of error, precision machining processes and process models sensors for. The book starts with a historical introduction to the process of manufacturing in general, and machining in particular, and ends with a chapter devoted to environmental issues involved with machining. The references section, containing 560 published articles dealing with every aspect of precision machining, is particularly useful.